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The purpose of this note is to prove an identity for generalized Tuttffirothendieck
invariants. at least two special cases of which have already proved to be of considerable use. In
addition, one of these special cases is used to strengthen results of Lindstriim on the critical
exponent of a representable matroid and the chromatic number of a regular matroid.

The matroid terminology used here will, in general, follow Welsh [lo]. If F is a
field and o and 7 are non-zero elements of F, a generalized Tutte-Grothendieck
invariant is a function f from the class of matroids into the polynomial ring
F[x, y] which satisfies the following conditions.
(1.1) f(M) = f(N) whenever MS N.
(1.2) f(Z) = x and f(L) = y where Z and L are one-element matroids of rank
<ne and zero respectively.
(1.3) If e is an element of a matroid M, then
f(M)=

if e is neither a loop nor a coloop of M,
otherwise.

af(M\e)+ti(Mle)
I f(M I W)fWf\e)

It was shown in [9] that a result
that such a fuaction f is closely
T(M; x, y) (see, for example, [l,
function p and ground set E(M),

of Brylawski [l] can easily be extended to give
related to the much-studied Tutte polynomial
3, 103. In fact, if M is a matroid having rank
then

f(M) = a’E(M)‘-p(M’~p(M)T(M;X/T, y/u).
The identity to be proved here is the following.
llworem. Let f be a generalized Tutte-Grdthendieck invariant and {e,, e2, . . . , ek}
be a cocircuit of the matroid M. Suppose that either
(2.1) (6, e2,. . . , ek} corttains no Z-circuits of M; or (2.2) f(L) = u + 7.
Then
e2,. . . , ek)
(2.3) f(M) = u k-1(x+(k - l)T)f(M\e,,
k i-l
+72
C
C
ai-2f(M\el, e,, . . . , ei_l, ej+l, ei+2,. . . , ei-Jei, ei).
i=2 j-1
0012-345x/83/~~0-00001$03.00
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Before proving this theorem, we note a number of consequences of it. In each
of these, (e,, e2, . . . , ek} denotes a cocircuit of the matroid M Moreover, the fact
that each of the relevant functions is a generalixed Butte-Grothendieck invariant
is well-known (see, for example, [lo, Ch. 15n. One may obtain various other
identities when (e,, e2,. . . , ek} is a circuit simply by dualizing (2.3).
C~Bary
identily

1 [S, Lemma 2.73. 77~ chromatic polyutomia,.l P(M; A) of M satisfies tfte
P(M; A) = (A - k)P(M\e,, e2, . . ..er.;A)
k
+

i-l

C C P@4\el,.
i=2

. . , ej-1,

ej+~,. . . , ei-dej, ei; A).

j=l

From this result, one may easily obtain identities for two closely-related
invariants, the Mtibius function, &If), and the beta invariant, p(M). The next
result was used in 183 in the case when k = 2.
Codary 2. If b(M) is the number of bases of RI and {e,, e2,. . . , ek} contains no
2-circuits, then
b(M):= kb(M\e,, e,, . . . , ek)
+ f
i=2

‘i

b(M\e,,

. . . , ej-1,

ej+l,.

. . , Ci-Jej,

ei).

i-1

CoroIIary 3. Zf s(M) is the number of spanning sets of M, then
s(M) ==ks(M\e,, ez.. . . , ek)
+ i
i=2

‘2s(M\e,.

. . . , t?j_l,

t?j.,l.

. . . ,

ei-Jej,ei).

j-1

Clearly (2.1) holds for all simple matroids. Hence, for such matroids, (2.3) holds
for &I1generalized Tutte-Grothendieck
invariants. Notice, however, that although
M\e,, c2, - . . , ek will be simple if M is, the same cannot be said for minors of the
~L-W M\e,, e2,. . . , ej-1, e,+], . . . ) ei_,/ej, q.
Tht proof of (2.3) to be given below is inducTve and does little to explain why
the identity should hold. A combinatorial proof of Corollary 1 was given in [2] in
the case when rM is a simple matroid. To add further insight into (2.3), we now
present a combinatorial
argumctlt to prove Corollary 2. Precisely the same
argument also proves Corollary 3.
Proof of Corollary 2. Every basis of M has non-empty intersection with the
cocircuit C* = {e,, e2,. . . , ek}. Moreover, those bases which meet C” in exactly
one t:lemlent are of the form B’ U{ei} where B’ is a basis of M\ C* and 1 Q i G k.
But :*very ret of this form is a basis of M anl so M exactly bk(M\C*) bases

Onarwmididentily
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meeting C* in exactly one element. All remaining bases of M contain at least two
elements of C*. Partition these bases into k - 1 sets 4Q1*,
9D3,. . . , 9Jk where a basis
B is in a, if TV
EB and II3n{e,, e,, . . . , e_l}l = 1. Then, for each i, partition Ss,
into i - 1 Sets, &I, 3~2, . . . , *i-l where a member B of @i is in 9&,$if 9 E B.
Clearly
I&l = WWe,,

e2,.

. . , q-1,

q+l,

.

. . , %-I/+

ei)

and Corollary 2 follows immediately.
Proof of the ‘IWO-.
We argue by induction on k. If k = 1, then f(M) =
xf(M\eJ and the required result holds. Assume that the result holds for k< n
and let k=na2.
Then
fWJ=afW\ed+tiWeA.

(3.1)

Now, if e, is a loop of We*, then (e,, e,} is a circuit of M and so (2.1) does not
hold; hence (2.2) holds and so
f(M/eJ = yftM/el\ed

= b + dfWk\e2).

Since e2 is a loop of M/el, we have M/e, \e2 = Mel,
f(Mel)

(3.2)

= af@f/q

\ e2) + NW-,,

e2. Therefore
e2).

But (3.2) also holds if e, is not pi loop of M/e,; it therefore
On substituting

holds in general.

(3,2) into (3.1), we get

(3.3)
If k =2, then f(M\e,)=xf(M\e,,
f(M)=dx+df(M\

e2) and M/e,\e2
el,e2)+T2fW/el,

=M\el,

e2. Hence

e2);

that is, (2.3) holds. It follows that we may assume that k > 2. Then, as M/e1 \ e2 =
M\e2/el and A4\e2, el = M\el, e2, we have
~(Mle,\e3=7f(M\e2/e1)
Substituting

=fW\e2)-crf(~\el,e2h

this into (3.3), we obtain that

fGW=afW\e,)+of(M\eJ

-02f(M\el,e2)+72f(M/el,e2).

As {el, e2,. . . , ek}\ A is a cocircuit of M\ A for every proper subset A of
1el, e2, . . . , ek}, we may apply the induction assumption to each of the matroids
M\el, M\e,
and M\el, e2 to get (2.3). The straightforward details here are
omitted.
Several applications of Corollary 1 were given in [S], [6] and [7]. In particular,
it was used to strengthen the following result of Lindstrom [4, Theorem 21 on the
critical exponent, c&f, q), of a matroid M representable over GF((a).

LG. Uxky
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PNI~~I~Ioo 1.

Zf

E(M) can be covered by cocircwirs eqch of size less than q”, then

c(M, q) =s m.
We now use Corollary

1 to give a new strengthening

of Proposition

1.

Propesioion 2. Let M be a matroid representable over GF(q) and A be a subset of
E(M), Suppose that c(A4 1A, q) C m and that E(M)\ A can be covered by co&wits
of M etch of size less than q”‘. Then c(M, q)c m.
Proof. We argue by induction on p(M), noting that the result is immediate
p(M) := 1. Assume the result true for p(M)< n and let p(M) = n. Now

for

E(M~\AEC~UC~W~JC~

where, for each i in (1.2,. . . , s}, CF is a cocircuit of M having at most q”’ - 1
elements. Let X = E(M) \ (CT U CT U - * - U Cz). We show next that
(4.1)

c(M\ CT, q) c nt.

This is certainly true if X = E(M\CT)
since XE A and so c(M ] X, q)S
c(MI A,q)cm.
If XsE(M\CT),
then, as weshall now show, E(M\C*)\Xcan
be covered by cocircuits of .M\CT of size less than q”. From: this, (4.1) will
follow by the induction assumption. If x E E(M\ CT)\X, then MS has a cocircuit
whkh contains x and has fewer than q” elements. Among the cocircuits of M
conttiining x, choose one, say D”1, for which ID’;‘\ CT1 is minimal. Then certainly
ID:\ CT1d q”’ - 1. If DT\ CT is not a cocircuit of M\ CT, then M has a cocircuit
0; such that B#D~\CT(fDT\CT.
If XEDT, then the choice of IIT is contradicted. If x4 DT, then choose an element y from D$\ CT. By cocircuit
exchange.. M has a cocircuit D$ containing x and not y such that Dz s Dy U DT.
But DT \ CT s DT\ CT and again the choice of DT is contradicted. It follows that
Dt \ CT is a cocircuit of M \ CT and hence E(M \ CT) \ X can indeed be covered
by cocircuits of M\ CT of size less than q”. As P(M \ CT) <p(M), (4.1) follows by
the induction assumption when Xc, E(M\C*;). We conclude that (4.1) holds in
eeenerA_
‘.‘-‘enow apply Corollary 1, taking A = q’“. A$. !CTj <q”’ and c(N\CT, q)< m,
the first :erm on the right-hand side of the identity in Corollary 1 is positive. Since
each of the remaining terms on the right-hand sitie is non-negative, it follows that
FM; q”) > 0: that is, c(M, q) s tn.
Welsh [lt), p. 2621 has defined the chromatic number x(M) of a loopless
matroid M to be the least positive integer i for which P(M; i) is positive. A
property of P(M; A) which holds when M is regular, although not in general, is
that P(M: j) is non-negative for all positive integers j and is positive for integers
j ax1.21). Eiadstriim [4, ‘Theorer’.l 13 proved an analogue of Proposition 1 for
regkr
matrohds. The next result, the correspoblding analogue of Proposition 2,

On

generalizes Lindstriina’s theorem.
obvious modifications.

a mar& identity

The proof follows that of Proposition
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2 with the

-II
3. Let M be a regular matroid and A be a subset of E(M). Suppose
that x(M 1A) 6 n and that E(M) \ A can be covered by cocircuits of M each of size
less than n. Then x(M)Sn,
Theorem 3 of [6] used Corollary 1 to show that if M is a regular matroid which
is restriction-minimal
having chromatic number n, then every cucircuit of M has
at least n - 1 elements. The concluding result of this note sharpens the conclusion
of that theorem under a slightly stronger hypothesis. If N is a matroid, then fi will
denote the simple matroid associated with N.
4. Let M be a simple regular matroid having rank at least three and
suppose that x(M) = n and x(m)
< n for all subsets A of E(M) having one or two
elements. Then either M = M(K,,), or all cocinxits of M have at least n elements.

bpo&tion

pnrof. The hypothesis on M guarantees that it is restriction-minimal
having
chromatic number n. Therefore, as noted above, every cocircuit of M has at least
n - 1 elements. Suppose that M has a cocircuit {e,, e2,. . . , e,,_*} having exactly
n - 1 elements. As M has rank at least three, it follows easily that n > 2. Then, on
taking A = n - 1 in Corollary 1, we get that P(M/e,, e,; n - 1) = 0. He:.-R M/e,, e2
has a loop g,.,. Since M is simple and binary, {e,, e2, g,.,} is a circuit of M and
Now, as the labelling of the elements of {e,, e2,. . . , e,,_l}
gl.2Ph
e2, . . . , s-~}.
was arbitrary, it follows that, for every pair of elements {i, j} of {1,2, . . . , n - 1)
with i <j, there is an element g-j of E(M)\{e,, e2, . . . , e,_,} such that {e,, e,, gsi} is
a circuit of M. If je,, e2,. . _, e,_3 is independent, then it is straightforward to
is
check that the restriction of M to {e,, e2,. . . , e,,_,)U{g.i: l<i<jGn*-1)
isomorphic to M(K,). But M is minimal with chromatic number n, hence
M= MC&).
We may now suppose, without loss of generality, that {e,, e2,. . . , e,,,+l} is a
circ.uit of M. Consider the matroid
N=M~({el,ez,...,e,,,+l}U{g,.i:

lsi<jsm}).

This has {el, e2, . . . , e,,,} as a basis so we may obtain a representation for N by
mapping {el, ezr. - . , e,,,) into the natural basis of the m-dimensional vector space
over GF(2). Evidently e,,,,] is rna;caed to the m-plple of all ones under this
representation. Suppose m 33. Then, on contracting {e,, es, . . . , e,,,} from N and
restricting the resulting matroid to {el, e2, e3, e,,,,,, g1,2, g1,3, gzs}, we obtain the
Fnno matroid. But this matroid is not regular, so m ~3. Since M is simple, it
follows that m = 2. But then the cocircuit {e,, e2,. . . , e,_l} contains a 3-circuit,
contrary to the %ct that M is binary. We conclude that if M has an (n - l)element cocircuit, then M= M(K,) and this completes the proof of the proposition.
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